Welcome to

Chemical Hills Ranch

Enjoy your stay!

Brought to you by Reduxzero - Drainsofmycity.com
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Perched above a beautiful river valley, the Chemical Hills Ranch occupies several acres of diverse and alluring overgrown land in northern Alberta. Just a
short drive from the city of Edmonton, the Ranch offers the delight of bygone
days in a world where quick decomissioning, speedy tear-down and remediation are the norm. This beautiful ranch offers activities to tickle the fancy of
any explorer that seeks the peace and quiet of a quality abandonment or just
wants to get away from the repetitive concrete of storm drains. The ranch
offers sightseeing, climbing, photography, and the opportunity to view over
200 varieties of left-over objects.The ranch also features bird-watching, minidrains, and the Sulphuric Echo Tank. Just read on for more information about
what Chemical Hills Ranch has to offer you. We hope you'll enjoy your stay!
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*Food and picnic lunch not supplied. Toxic heavy metals may be present in the
water, drink at own risk.
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The Chemical Hills Ranch was once a real working chemical
plant where much of the time was devoted to producing real
toxic chemicals. Now essentially abandoned and downright
falling-apart, it has discovered new life as a Ranch hosting
urban explorer guests. During any season, it's encouraged to
sneak up and check out the scene before walking on and taking photos. Exploration drives are recommended several times
a year, in the spring and in the fall, and the busy summer season. During these drives, you will have the opportunity to
guess about the life and history of the Ranch during the past
generations. During your adventure as an explorer on the
Ranch, you may get to enjoy such things as frozen fingers and
chilly breezes, or hordes of mosquitoes and boiling sun. And
don't forget the fine cuisine- enjoy a granola bar and bottled
water or maybe even a picnic lunch*! Camping out under the
stars for an overnight stay can be a delightful way to experience the highly-contaminated soil first-hand. And there's even
a chance the property owner may come by to have a few
words with you! Saddle Up!
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The Chemical Hills Ranch is a frontier once populated by a few blue-collar workers, but now occupied
by an abundance of rust, shrubs, tall grass, and
pigeons. Nature's delights can be seen from every
angle. The clean* air and warm nights are ideal for
laying out under the stars**. The clean water from
the streams allows you to be refreshed naturally.***
The Chemical Hills Ranch encourages people who
own their own cameras to take advantage of all this
natural beauty while partaking in our facilities. We
have over five decrepit, abandoned buildings to
explore, and no safety chains, guides, or trail markers to slow you down. A spacious rest area with running water and bathroom facilities would be nice,
but we can't please everyone. For those who need
rescue services, they aren't available at ranch headquarters, and calling (911) for help probably won't
work because there is no cell coverage here.
*Air may not actually be clean.
**Summer season only. Laying on the ground not recommended,
unless hiding from angry property owner.
***Water may contain toxic heavy metals.
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